
Peace Team. A few Rhymes for Raps if U dig. I was saying that because of 

the quickening of exponential tech and the new biosphere consciousness, it 

seems like 100 days in 1 day, yet maybe more like 1,000? (or more). “Long 

story longer” though. So, what I’ve been pondering is really a prayer about 

peace, and the book “Return to Love” talks about the “Course on Miracles”. 

Its good. So, what about the Stalin curse remnants and Middle East Stuff of 

today? Well, curse-flesh hosts across Earth knows its junk doesn’t fit with 

the diverse and biosphere-inclusive future so its trying to distract through 

crisis. (just notice a football game full of glorious diversity - it’s the biggest 

sport in the U.S, and hate isn’t welcome). That’s why people are so 

concerned about the 2024 election, because they don’t want a crisis. 

Regardless. God is always on the move. The article link (under paragraph) 

helped me understand the history more about what’s underneath the story 

of Gaza/Dubai, and just like with seeing the ”Spirit behind” the Good versus 

curse story, it helps to know history to understand the present. In a 

nutshell, Gaza could have been a Dubai, except when the leaders took 

control they decided to use the land to destroy? Anyway. The article explains 

it. If U dig, can skip to the part where he talks about the difference between 

Dubai and Gaza. Also, what about the Authoritarian impulses comparison 

between Israel and other countries? Well, in that case, it was used to deal 

with what the article is talking about. Awful stuff, yet history now. Instead of 

heeding a warning years ago, it possibly let a crisis happen (a bit like the 

U.S. leaders who didn’t heed a 9/11 warning?), or not, maybe it was 

unintentional, or maybe (as usual with authoritarianism) it hoped that the 

crisis/distract would take the attention off of legal community’s intention to 

serve justice? That’s happening in the U.S. where “Rule of Law” and “Oath of 

Office” people are trying to reconcile the treason/traitor problem that 

everyone is aware of (see Timothy Snyder’s work – or the movie “Active 

Measures”). Its often no fun to witness denial about it…It harkens to the 

stories we hear of people not paying attention to Hitler. So, considering the 

honest  world has been sharing famous warnings the past many decades, 

the story will unfold.  

We pray for peace. 

Here's the article if U dig….peace 

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/12/29/opinion/israel-hamas-war.html 

 


